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Debate

Corporate  Psychop	 aths  an	 d  Misconduct 	
ISSUE: Do white-collar criminals tend to be	 corporate	 psychopaths? 

White-collar crime is unique from other types of crime because the criminal is in a high position of authority 
commanding respect and trust. The white-collar criminal uses this trust to take advantage of others for his or her 
own financial gain. In the past few years, white-collar criminals such as Bernie Madoff have wreaked havoc on the 
economic system, sometimes losing their clients’ entire life savings in the process. The amount of devastation for 
victims of white-collar fraud are often far-reaching. 

This begs the question of why so many white-collar criminals end up in positions of authority. What causes 
executives to turn to white-collar crime? One answer proposed by academics is that corporate psychopaths are 
drawn to high positions within the company. Psychopathy is an antisocial personality disorder characterized by a 
failure to feel empathy or guilt, a disregard for laws and the rights of others, and an inability to form emotional 
attachments. On the other hand, psychopaths often have charming personalities and charisma. They can form 
long-term relationships and instill trust in others. Studies estimate that 1 percent of the general population has this 
disorder. 

However, this is higher in the corporate world. It is estimated that the number could be as high as 3 percent—and 
often in positions of power. Why would a corporate psychopath be promoted to a CEO or other executive 
position? The major reason why corporate psychopaths appear to occupy higher ranks is because they have a 
desire to control others and build themselves up. In fact, they may even be attracted to certain types of business 
such as finance because of the high levels of rewards they can get by climbing to the top. 

Additionally, many traits common to corporate psychopaths are also common to leadership. Good leaders often 
display charisma, strong performance, and a desire for achievement. They are able to influence others to follow 
their lead. Corporate psychopaths have the same qualities. They are able to manipulate others into following them 
and even convince them to engage in behavior that they may find unethical. A major difference between a 
psychopathic leader and a non-psychopathic leader lies in the ability to feel empathy, responsibility for others, and 
a commitment to obey the law. Because these are internal, it can be hard to differentiate between the two until a 
law is broken or a crime is committed. Also, many people—both in business and outside of business—think that 
business is a game that must be won, and that succeeding involves being aggressive and beating others at the 
game. Hence, behaviors such as bullying—a characteristic of a corporate psychopath—may be ignored simply 
because those involved believe that this is the way a successful person gets ahead. 

Does this mean that some of the bigger misconduct scandals in business are due to corporate psychopaths? 
Business professor Clive R. Boddy advances the Corporate Psychopaths Theory of the Global Financial Crisis. This 
theory posits that corporate psychopaths in high levels of the organization were largely responsible for much of 
the misconduct that led to the global financial crisis in 2008-2009. Boddy claims that globalization, a rapidly 
changing business environment, and the many jobs most employees tend to have in their lifetime has made it 
harder to spot corporate psychopaths as they either move up quickly through the organization or take better jobs 
elsewhere. Bernie Madoff—the mastermind behind a $60 billion Ponzi scheme—was a prestigious man on Wall 
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Street and was highly respected. He has been accused of being a corporate psychopath. Although he denies being 
a sociopath (similar to a psychopath), he has many of the same qualities: respectability, drive for achievement, and 
the ability to manipulate. While he claims he is remorseful and responsible for his crimes, he has also placed much 
of the blame on the victims because—as he put it—they should have realized the risks. 

Yet while it is entirely possible for corporate psychopaths to end up in positions of authority, others maintain that 
organizational culture has more of an influence on misconduct. Critics of the corporate psychopath theory might 
maintain that classifying an executive’s misbehavior as being the result of a mental disorder is an excuse used to 
rationalize his or her crimes. For example, prosecutors challenged the claim of Daniel Bonventre—a former 
executive in Bernie Madoff’s organization—that said he was “relentlessly manipulated” by Madoff’s corporate 
psychopathic behavior. They believed this was an excuse to gloss over his alleged guilt. Additionally, many of the 
most well-known business scandals are characterized by extremely complacent or unethical corporate cultures. 
Enron, for instance, had a corporate culture that stressed competition and winning at all costs. Breaking the rules 
was tolerated if it resulted in higher profits. In addition, at Countrywide Financial lenders were encouraged to 
engage in “liar loans” because they earned large incentives for making the sale. Hence, it may be just as likely that 
major business scandals are the result of a toxic, unethical organizational culture rather than stemming from the 
actions of corporate psychopaths at the top of the company. 

There	are	two	sides	to	every	issue:	 

1. Serious	 organizational 	misconduct	 occurs	 due	 to	 corporate	 psychopaths	 occupying	
high	 executive	 positions	 in	 the	 firm.		 

2. Serious	 organizational 	misconduct	 is	 more	 often	 a 	result 	of 	an 	unethical
	
organizational 	culture 	than 	from	corporate 	 psychopaths.		
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